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Field Architecture
Farms as landscape tool in Sardinia

Roberto Sanna

Architect. Ph.D. student in Civil Engineering and Architecture at DICAAR, University of Cagliari. His research deals with the design issues related to the transformations of rural landscapes and architectures in the low-density areas. Author of the project CURATORIAS, by which investigates the current state of the landscapes of Sardinia and their historical dynamics. Didactic assistant in the design courses and thesis laboratories of the school of architecture at the University of Cagliari where he develops his research joining local and international teams, conferences and workshops.

The research experience has been developing since 2015 by attending in academic research groups studying the transformations of rural landscapes. The need of an architectural approach to such issues have been in-depth at the University of Toulouse, France, during the Phd course by joining the historical analysis with the ‘future’ capacity of the project.

The thesis deals with the conflict between artificial and natural, geometrization and re-naturalization, infield and outfield. The aim of the research is to explore and understand the features of the low-density built environment in the island of Sardinia, that is the architecture of the farms. The heritage built outside the borders of the villages, starting from a condition of literally inexistence until the 19th century, has now become about 1/3 of the entire built heritage of the island. Such a large-mesh network of farms and rural devices widely controls the dif-
ferent and complex types of the island’s landscapes. Farmsteads colonize the territory at different depths, from urbanity borders to wilderness, guaranteeing a widespread and extensive management of rural landscape transformations. Many rural artifacts, made of productive buildings linked to farming and breeding, have therefore a recent origin that overlap with the historical and minimal control systems of the countryside: pastoral enclosures, single-cell artifacts, isolated rural churches. Such devices replicate those settlement features that have designed over time the low-density structure of the Sardinian settlement, which, like other similar Mediterranean contexts, is based on the wise and constructive use of the residual space resulting from rural activities.

From this point of view the thesis FIELD ARCHITECTURE – Farms as landscape tool in Sardinia tries to understand how contemporary forms of agricultural production influence the continuous rewriting and transformation of the anthropic landscape. Understanding the internal dynamics of the rural exploitations, the relationship between abiotic devices and biotic dynamics can become a key interpretation for the “low density” architecture project that become so much necessary today for its strategic role regarding the climate regulation and the ethical production of rural goods.